GRAIN SAFETY

LESSON PLANS

Grain’s Weight
Objectives:
 To understand the weight and friction of flowing grain.
 To determine the proper action to be taken if someone is caught in grain.
You will need:
 30-gallon trash container
 Plywood cut to fit in the bottom of the trash container with a hole cut in the middle
 5 feet of heavy rope – large knot tied at one end
 Grain to fill trash container (corn, soybeans, flax, etc.) at least ¾ full
Activity:
Pull rope through hole in plywood disk. If knot is not large enough to hold disk, retie another knot. Place disk in
bottom of trash can. Fill can with grain. Have each child pull on the rope trying to pull the disk out. Explain that
the weight of grain prevents the disk from coming out just like a person that might be engulfed in the grain.
Note:
Stronger kids may be able to lift the whole container, but the disk should not be able to come out. After several
tries, the disk may become dislodged enough so it may slip up one side. If you see this happening, empty the
grain into another trash can and start over.
Questions:
Q: In the demonstration what does the plywood disk represent?
A: A person
Q: What holds the disk (person) in the grain?
A: The weight of the grain along with the friction (force between 2 objects) holds the person in the grain and
increases the difficulty in getting out.
Q: If a person was caught in grain and buried up to their shoulders, how much force would be required to pull
the person out?
A: About 4 times the buried person’s weight.
Q: What should you do if another person is caught in grain while you are near?
A: If an auger is running turn the switch off. Run and get help immediately. If you have access to a phone, call
911 and give them your address.
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